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FASER / FORWARD PHYSICS FACILITY 

FASER is a new LHC experiment (currently under construction) in the far forward region 
of the LHC. It consists of a spectrometer to look for light long-lived particles and the 

FASERnu neutrino detector. Snowmass LOIs for FASERnu and FASER were submitted.

https://www.snowmass21.org/docs/files/summaries/NF/SNOWMASS21-NF10_NF6-EF6_EF9-IF0_FASERnu2-006.pdf
https://www.snowmass21.org/docs/files/summaries/EF/SNOWMASS21-EF9_EF6-NF3_NF6-RF6_RF0-CF7_CF0-AF5_AF0_FASER2-038.pdf
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FASER is a new LHC experiment (currently under construction) in the far forward region 
of the LHC. It consists of a spectrometer to look for light long-lived particles and the 

FASERnu neutrino detector. Snowmass LOIs for FASERnu and FASER were submitted.

There is an entire physics program that remains to be explored in the far forward region. 
We propose to create a Forward Physics Facility to house a suite of experiments 
with capabilities for new physics searches, neutrinos physics, and QCD measurements. 

Snowmass LOIs for FPF was submitted.

FASER / FORWARD PHYSICS FACILITY 

https://www.snowmass21.org/docs/files/summaries/NF/SNOWMASS21-NF10_NF6-EF6_EF9-IF0_FASERnu2-006.pdf
https://www.snowmass21.org/docs/files/summaries/EF/SNOWMASS21-EF9_EF6-NF3_NF6-RF6_RF0-CF7_CF0-AF5_AF0_FASER2-038.pdf
https://zenodo.org/record/4009641


BSM Physics: Many models of new physics predict MeV - GeV mass weakly 
interacting particles that are also preferentially produced along the beam collision axis.  
 
Neutrino Physics: LHC neutrino experiments will open a new world of TeV 
neutrino physics. FASERnu will see ~104 νμ,  ~103νe,  ~10 ντ during LHC Run 3, and 
100 times more events are possible at HL-LHC. 
 
QCD: Both neutrino production and interaction can also be used to probe hadronic 
physics.  This includes  
 * neutrino flux as complementary probe of forward particle production 
 * high energy neutrino DIS as probe of nuclear structure

In the following, I would like to start a discussion about the QCD physics requirements 
and applications 

PHYSICS OPPORTUNITIES



Problem: The main uncertainty for neutrino measurements is 
associated with neutrino flux, and hence the non-perturbative 
modeling of forward particle production (π→νℓ / K→πνℓ).  
 

There are a variety of multi-purpose (Pythia / Herwig / Sherpa) 
and dedicated (Epos / Sibyll / Qgsjet) simulators.  So far, these 
generators only provide central predictions but no uncertainties.  
We need to quantify and reduce these uncertainties.

LIGHT HADRON PRODUCTION and TUNING
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Proposal: We propose to use tuning uncertainties 
(similar to PDFs) to estimate flux uncertainties. 

We are currently developing a dedicated forward  
physics tune in Pythia8 using forward data.  First results  
look promising.  
 

In many cases, the modeling needs to be improved (in 
particular for diffractive physics).  

 



Rivet:  We need more analysis in Rivet!  
 

In implemented the following analyses in Rivet and contacted the collaborations 
regarding validation, but never got a response. Can some help?  
 - 1308.6722: Double Diffractive XS in TOTEM
 - 1911.00453: Single Diffractive XS in ALFA  

Are there more ongoing analysis?

Opportunities: Forward neutrino measurements 
can provide complementary input to validate and 
improve hadronic interaction models.  
Forward neutrino experiments could measure 
double differential spectra dσ/(dE dη) for νμ, νμ 
and νe+νe.

_
_

LIGHT HADRON PRODUCTION and TUNING

https://www.hepdata.net/record/ins1251897
https://www.hepdata.net/record/ins1762584


Idea: νe (at high energy) and ντ are produced in 
charm decays.  They are therefore sensitive to forward 
charm production, which can be described by 
perturbative QCD.  

Opportunities: This could be used to probe  
- g g → c c: gluon PDFs at low x ~ 10-7

- g c → g c: intrinsic charm 
 
Questions:  
 

- Is there an easy way to estimate the sensitivity?  
  

- What statistics / precision is required for a useful  
  input? This would define requirements for  
  detector design and technology at the HL-LHC. 

- What’s the right theory description for gluons at 
  such low x? 

D→ν  PRODUCTION and PDFs
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Idea: DIS neutrino interactions νμ q → μ q’ can  
be used to probe PDFs.  
 

FASERnu can measure i) the muon charge Qμ  
ii) the muon energy Eμ, iii) the neutrino energy Eν  
and iv) the muon angle θμ.  This allows to  
reconstruct the DIS variables Q = Eμ * θμ,  
y = 1 - Eμ / Eν and x = Q2 / (2 Eν M y). 

Opportunities: This could be used to probe  
- nuclear PDFs (different nuclear targets possible)

- strange quark PDF using ν s → ℓ c 
 
Questions:  
 

- Is there an easy way to estimate the sensitivity?  
  

- What statistics / precision is required for a useful  
  input? This would define requirements for  
  detector design and technology at the HL-LHC. 

DIS NEUTRINO SCATTERING and PDFs


